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DAILY CRUISE 2019 DS-DC

DOLPHIN STAR®
Eco-friendly 149-person 2-deck catamaran, custom built for wild dolphin watching and snorkeling in paradise with our Dolphin Star® Pledge!

O'ahu's largest dolphin vessel includes open decks for panoramic views, onboard restroom, fresh water shower and more. 
Departs daily from Wai’anae Boat Harbor.

DAILY CRUISE
SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE

DEPARTURE 
DISEMBARK MENU & BEVERAGE DESCRIPTION REF.

CODEW/O TRANS W/ WEST 
O’AHU TOUR

WILD
DOLPHIN WATCH

  & BBQ®

   
WILD

DOLPHIN 
WATCH®

AD (81.48) $88.00
CH (49.07) $53.00

AD $111.00
CH $76.00

9:30AM
11:30AM

‘Ono (delicious) Gourmet 
Burger BBQ Buffet Lunch 
freshly grilled onboard

Journey to a dolphin paradise along Wai‘anae Coast on 
O‘ahu’s largest dolphin vessel! Enjoy the comfort and 
spaciousness of the panoramic multi-level decks for
clear, picturesque views. Expert narration by certified 
Naturalists and Captain will create an unforgettable 
dolphin cruise experience. Kids will also enjoy a new 
educational and interactive keiki (child) program. BBQ 
Buffet Lunch option features premium hamburgers 
straight from our onboard grill. Summer Child FREE  
(7/1 – 9/30). Both cruises are Dolphin Guarantee. 

DS1

AD (65.73) $71.00
CH (39.81) $43.00

AD $94.00
CH $66.00

WILD
DOLPHIN 

WATCH BBQ & 
SNORKEL®

AD (107.41) $116.00
CH (64.81) $70.00

 
AD $139.00
CH $93.00

12:00PM
 3:00PM

‘Ono (delicious) Gourmet 
Burger BBQ Buffet Lunch 
freshly grilled onboard

After-Snorkel  
Refreshments

The perfect afternoon in paradise awaits with a dolphin 
cruise, BBQ buffet lunch and a snorkeling adventure 
in a secret underwater spot ready for you to explore! 
Enjoy all amenities of the Wild Dolphin Watch & BBQ® 
plus snorkeling to see Hawaii's colorful reef fish up close. 
Snorkel mask, fins, instruction and educational tour of 
snorkel provided. Plus after the snorkel, “Blue Dolphin” 
cocktails, fresh pineapples and other refreshments will be 
served to complete your Dolphin Star® adventure.  
Keiki (child) program, Dolphin Guarantee and Summer 
Child FREE (7/1 – 9/30).

DS2

Private Parties: Exclusive boat just for your group. Add $28.00 per person for exclusive transportation from Waikiki / Ko Olina.

THE CELEB
SUNSET GRILL DINNER®

AT WAI‘ANAE
$258.00

Relax and be pampered in exclusive luxury, yet casual Hawaiian style.  
Perfect for groups seeking an incognito get-together in West O‘ahu. All inclusive whole boat private 
party includes an upscale buffet with freshly grilled USDA prime tenderloin of beef, cold Maine lobster, 
2 housebrand beverages and Hawaiian entertainment with hula!  5:30 - 7:30PM. 40 ~ 80 persons. 

DSE3

SNORKEL & SUNSET BBQ DINNER
AT WAI‘ANAE $168.00

Enjoy both snorkeling and a sunset dinner - only at West O‘ahu!  
After a late afternoon snorkel in the pristine waters off West O‘ahu, sip on a tropical mai tai while 
gazing at the Hawaiian sunset. All inclusive whole boat private party includes snorkel equipment and 
tour, a freshly grilled onboard shrimp, beef, and chicken dinner, 2 housebrand beverages and 
Hawaiian entertainment with hula! 4:30 - 7:30PM. 100 ~ 130 persons.  

DSE4

SUNSET BBQ DINNER
AT WAI‘ANAE $98.00

A whole boat just for your group to enjoy a sunset dinner in West O‘ahu!
Your casual and relaxing private party includes one mai tai, a freshly grilled onboard shrimp, beef 
and chicken dinner and Hawaiian entertainment with hula! 
5:30 - 7:30PM. 100 ~ 130 persons.  

DSE5

1)   AD = Adult; CH = Child. Children are ages 3-11. Infants age 2 and under are free.  
2)   Prices before tax are listed in parentheses. Tax is 4.712% excise tax and 3% harbor fee.
3)   All cruises closed on New Year’s Day (1/1), Thanksgiving Day (11/28/19), Honolulu 
      Marathon (12/8/19) and Christmas Day (12/25). Snorkel cruise closed Father’s Day 
      (6/16/19).
4)   Price and contents subject to change. The Captain may alter the route or cancel the 
      cruise depending on weather conditions.  
5)   Round-trip transportation (price is per person): From Waikiki $23.00 with West 
      O‘ahu Tour; From Ko Olina $15.00. Additional usage fee applies for some hotels.
6)   Alternative vegan entrée available with 24 hours notice. No outside food or 
      beverages allowed.

7)   For snorkel cruise a signed waiver is required.
8)   Dolphin Guarantee: Receive a free return “Dolphin Check” until a dolphin is sighted (meal,   
      transportation and afternoon snorkel optional).
9)   Dolphin Star® Pledge: Swimming with dolphins is prohibited, but you will be thrilled to see  
      them play in their natural habitat. We comply with all government guidelines for protection of  
      marine mammals since our debut of Wild Dolphin Watch® cruise in 2007.
10) “Summer Child FREE”: One child (age 3-11), cruise only FREE per paid adult. Upgrade to 
      lunch $10.00; Lunch and Snorkel $27.00. For transportation refer to 5.
11) Exclusive Boat Private Parties do not include “Dolphin Guarantee” or “Kids FREE.”

Dolphin Eco-Tour for All Ages®!
Virtual Tour: Dolphin-Star.com/virtualtour

Summer
Child FREE!
Cruise only

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

Summer Child Free!
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OUR COMMITMENT
In 2007, we custom built the eco-friendly Dolphin Star® to provide wild dolphin watch cruises "for all ages." Since then, we have 

been operating environmentally responsible to protect the beautiful pristine waters off Wai'anae where our guests experience 
unique "life-long memories" by seeing 50 to 70 dolphins a day (see Dolphin Guarantee)!

O'ahu’s Largest Dolphin Vessel: The 65-foot, 149-passenger 
2-deck catamaran features open air walk-around decks with 360 
degree views to maximize your "dolphin watch" experience. For 
comfort, the vessel is equipped with two restrooms, fresh water 
showers and an onboard grill. 

Hawaiian Dolphin Eco-tour for All Ages®: Not a swimmer but 
love to see wild dolphins? Absolutely! Choose the comfort of 
Dolphin Star®’s unique “Dolphin Watch only” option, perfect for 
3 generation families with young children, school and incentive 
groups.

Protect the environment: The eco-friendly Dolphin Star®, custom 
built for wild dolphin watching, minimizes emissions with EPA 
compliant main engines and operates at a cruising speed shown 
by recent NOAA studies to be safe for marine mammals.

THE DOLPHIN STAR® EXPERIENCE
We also pledge to provide the "best dolphin experience." Our cruise features the best locations to experience dolphin watching and 

snorkeling. Plus, families will love our engaging "Keiki Program" for kids and more!  

Dolphin & Marine Life: Shielded by the Wai'anae mountain 
range, the tallest on O'ahu at 4,025 feet, the pristine water 
conditions form an incredible habitat for nai'a (dolphins), koholā 
(whales) in season, honu (turtles), mālolo (flying fish) and more. 
Learn more at Dolphin-Star.com/about-dolphins!

Snorkel Tour: Explore the reef at a secret spot led by our diver on 
our “Dolphin Watch BBQ & Snorkel,” or opt to just jump in and 
cool off. Flotation vests, mask, fins and instruction included and 
additional flotation devices available. This is the paradise you've 
been dreaming of!

Keiki (Child) Program: Our ocean-loving Naturalist crew share 
their knowledge (and passion) with Keiki through an interactive 
educational program, complete with a souvenir activity book! In 
this fun setting, kids learn about our marine mammal friends and 
how to protect our beautiful environment.

And More: All cruises include our Dolphin Guarantee: See a 
dolphin or receive a “Dolphin Check” to cruise with us again! 
Bring the whole family and enjoy our “Summer Child FREE” 
special (7/1 – 9/30). Ask about upgrades.

Dolphin Star® Pledge
Swimming with dolphins is prohibited, but you will be thrilled to see them play in their natural habitat.

We comply with all government guidelines for protection of marine mammals since our debut in 2007.

BEHIND THE SCENES 2019 DS-DC'

Dolphin Star Pledge!

1)  "Dolphin Guarantee," "Summer Child FREE" does not apply to Private Parties & Events. 


